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It's out there, it's ALWAYS been out there - just no one believed it.Governments, Black Ops, Rich

Businessmen...All want alien tech and some are going to great lengths, illegal lengths, to procure

it.Someone went so far as to endanger a young girls family. A young girl who wrote a letter to the

Queen Bitch. Now, those that are searching for the technology will have to deal with TQB. If there is

one thing that will get Bethany Anne's attention?It's mistreating the defenseless. Bethany Anne tries

to stay out of the world's business, but they just keep doing stupid stuff...Sucks to be them.
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5 STARS for the things I LOVE!!! Wild and funny characters. Fabulous world building. Intriguing plot

twists. Weaving TQB reality into ours. I am completely hooked as a reader and in love with all the

characters. HOWEVER I must point out the consistent misuse of past/future perfect tense ... I had

fell instead of I had fallen ... I had spoke instead of I had spoken ... AND the missed correction of

"computer" chosen words like ... feint instead of faint ... and more telling, one time where Bethany



Ann was entered as Bethany and !!!!!!! ... I can certainly understand and accept an OCCASIONAL

missed word and, while the editing has improved, it should have been much better before now. I do

forgive an over abundance of enthusiasm in writing fast to get the books to me! I appreciate that!

But just take a SECOND to look when each chapter is done!All that being said, I am a HUGE fan

and cannot WAIT to see MCHAEL come back to join TQB in whatever endeavors they inspire.

Another great entry in the adventures of Bethany Anne and her people. It's a shame when you have

more cooperation from aliens than your fellow humans, but that is the situation for BA. That is why

TQB's plans to leave the Solar System need to be accelerated as much as possible. But life keeps

springing something new (or rather something old) that makes it more difficult. One way or another,

BA is going to get her way (out of Dodge!).Recommended to those who follow this series. New

readers need to start at the beginning - Death Becomes Her.

Ran across the Rise of Magic series and was intrigued, so decided to purchase all 16 books in the

Kurtherian Gambit series. I then spent the next 4 days reading all 16 of them, then moving on to the

Second Dark Ages and Trials and Tribulations series. This is a very entertaining and intriguing take

on Vampires and Werewolves. I am eagerly awaiting book 17. And while there were warnings about

the cussing in the book I found them to be hilarious. As far as military Scifi goes, I would easily rate

this up there with some of the other major authors in the genre, such as John Ringo's Possleen War

or Through the Looking Glass. Looking forward to enjoying the rest of this series, and the best part

Michael Anderle seems to be a fairly prolific author so not a massive wait between books.

I normally don't buy a series until the series is finished as waiting six months to a year for the next

instalment is so long that I have a hard time remembering the story line or sub-plots. However, with

Mr. Anderle I get a book every 30-45 days and with the off shoots I get at least a book a week and

sometimes more. If your not sure what I'm talking about,read the pages before the beginning.I love

to open my email and finding an email from Me Andele telling me that another book is ready to read

and for $.99 cents (for 24 hours if your on his mailing list). I would only wish that other authors would

use his method. Thanks to all those that support him getting these books out to the Kutherian

addicts.

Michael Anderle's "Kurtherian" series is a fun vampire-SpecOps-SciFi romp. His aliens and his

backstory technology provide for enthusiastic suspension of disbelief. The characters are tough,



gritty, humorous and grow with each new book. The aliens get what's coming to them and

sometimes live to regret it, while the really bad guys get everything they deserve, and a couple kicks

more. The writing is a bit rough and occasionally suffers from the familiar spellchecker issue where

words that sound the same but are not correct get past the editor(s), but the action flows and the

story keeps getting better with each new book. Best of all, the author produces a new book every

four or five weeks.

I happened across this series a couple of months ago and just about inhaled the available books.

I'm now waiting impatiently for the next one while feeding my habit with the small doses Michael

supplies with his FB "snippets". All of the books share the qualities I've enjoyed most; insanely

intriguing characters and seriously ass-kicking action replete with humor and wit. And then there's

the ongoing and ever-escalating competition of creative expletives, from which even I have learned

a new one from time to time. All in all I've had lots of fun reading this and all the previous books in

the series. I'd recommend them highly to anyone who enjoys science fiction, fantasy and action;

you'll get a healthy dose of all three in these books.

Amazing just how fast Michael writes. I realize he has head start on me, but I'm struggling to keep

up. Unfortunately I am losing get sleep over the effort, so he is winning.Not sure it was real contest,

but like John and boys, doesn't take much.The story continues and grows so fast I get lost. Damn,

think this author must be on some serious drugs. How the hell can he write so fast and good.I have

rapidly become a Bethany Anne addict, not just a fan. Great story, incredible characters, and real

fun reading. BUT, only if you are not a liberal wuss.

Earth is getting totally nuts about acquiring alien technology. It has gone too far to back off

now.Bethany Anne is being absorbed by the Yollins. She knows that her next step is into Yollin

space. Being prepared is not just for boy scouts. Yet she still has time to rescue a little girl and her

family. Luckily her team is committed to protecting the Queen.Yes! I really like these books enough

to read them again!
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